The human brain processes visual changes that are not cued by attended auditory stimulation.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) to visual stimuli were recorded from the scalp of eight adult humans performing a task in which they counted vowels from a heard story. In the oddball condition, a repeated (standard) light bar of 50 ms in duration was rarely (P = 0.1) replaced by a (deviant) one differing in orientation from the standard. In the control condition, standards were simply omitted from the series and only (alone-) deviants retained. In both conditions, visual stimuli were asynchronous with auditory-task-relevant stimuli. ERPs to deviants significantly differed in amplitude from those to standards in the midline electrodes centrally, parietally and occipitally at 160-200 ms from stimulus onset. Occipitally, such a difference was absent between ERPs to alone-deviants and those to standards. The occipital differential ERPs to deviants, which thus could be found only when standards were present in the series, are discussed in the context of the mismatch negativity (MMN).